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Cyberthreats Primer

Phishing is an attack that 
attempts to steal your money, 
or your identity, by getting 
you to reveal personal 
information — such as credit 
card numbers, bank 
information, or passwords

Ransomware is malware that 
encrypts your files or stops you 
from using your computer 
until you pay money (a ransom) 
for it to be unlocked. If your 
computer is connected to a 
network the ransomware 
may also spread to other 
computers or storage 
devices on the network

Fileless Attacks use malicious 
scripts that hijack legitimate 
software and load malware 
into memory, without saving 
to the file system. This makes 
the malware harder to detect.

Live-Off-The-Land Attacks 
use trusted software and 
system tools to carry out their 
work. Examples are 
administrative shells, antivirus 
programs, RMM software, etc.  
This makes it difficult to 
detect and/or determine who 
is behind the activity

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Phishing:  Solicitor from UKSpear-phishing: research and individual or an org to find vulnerabilities. Sending texts or emails aimed to hook them to opening attachments or malicious links.  Twitter July 2020  17 yr old Graham Clark of Tampa.  Bill Gates, Elon Musk, Warren Buffett, Uber 130 accountsMay 6th -12th Ransomware Colonial Pipeline compromised password of an active VPN account which was not currently used. Colonial did not use MFA.  Ransom 4.4 million (DarkSide Group)May 2021 Metropolitan Police Department in D.C Cyber Criminals (Babuk group) 250GB stolen 4 million which included personal data of police personnel(disciplinary files and intelligence reports), database of gangs and information from informers. Experts said that it is the worst ransomware to hit a U.S. police departmentFileless Equifax 2017 used a command injection vulnerability in Apache which allowed hackers to use operating system commands to compromise the server. 147.9 million accounts  Equifax paid out $425 million to help those affected by paying for identity and credit protection 



Why Should SMB 
Customers Care 
About Security?

I am too small a business for hackers to attack me… 
only large enterprises need to worry about security…

Reality
“Someone was fooled by the email from the CEO and used his 
Corp card to send the iTunes gift cards. We lost about $5,000.” 
Adam A., equipment rentals, 150 employees

“The only reason we caught it was that it was a 6-digit 
sales order and our sales orders are 7 digits.”
Joe B, food distribution, 250 employees

“They got someone’s password, and sent an email to our CFO, 
who sent the $40,000 wire transfer.” 
Bob K., property management, 150 employees

Perception

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Security is a top IT Priority for SMB customers and I’m sure none of this is a surprise to anyone in this roomI’m sure each of you have stories about how your SMB customers have faced an attack and as these stories suggest it could range from getting hit by ransomware and  transferring money from the organization.(These are real quotes from customer interviews in Apr 2019)2013 Fazio Mechanical Services 125+ employees . compromised by what is believed to be a Citadel Trojan. This Trojan was initially installed through a phishing attempt. Fazio Mechanical had access to Target’s Ariba external billing system, or the business section of Target networkIn the Target incident, 11GB’s of data was collected 40 million credit and debit card numbers and 70 million records of personal information were stolen. The ordeal cost credit card unions over two hundred million dollars for just reissuing cards.  18.4 million to settle investigations ked by 47 states with the total hit of around 300 million



70%

Source:  Forrester Research, 2020

50% of small businesses 
have experienced an attack 

in the past year

of small businesses that 
experienced a recent attack 

were not able to operate

61%

Small Businesses Are Vulnerable to Cyberthreats

of SMBs agree that their 
business would be crippled by 

a successful cyberattack

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Small businesses are particularly vulnerable to cyberthreats. Unfortunately, many wait until they have a significant breach before taking action to address the problems.according to the analysis of Microsoft Data, there were just 20,000 cyber attacks a week till 2014. But now the figure has risen to 600,000-700,000 per day.



Top of Mind for Small and 
Medium Business (SMB) Customers

238%
Increase in 

cyberattacks globally2

70%
employees want flexible 
work options to continue1

60%
SMBs lack skills inhouse 
to deal with cyberattacks3

90%
SMBs would consider hiring a new MSP if they 

offered the right cybersecurity solution4

Sources: 1. 1; The Next Great Disruption Is Hybrid Work—Are We Ready? (microsoft.com)) 2. Why the Hybrid Workplace Is a Cybersecurity Nightmare – WSJ
3. Underserved and Unprepared: The State of SMB Cyber Security in 2019 4. Internal Microsoft Research

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Let’s first go deeper into where we see the next era of growth opportunity for partners Customers know that work from anywhere is here to stay, with 70% of employees looking for continued flexible and remote work options. But with it, come increased security risks. There’s hardly a day that goes by without news of a new ransomware or phishing attack. In fact, the World Economic Forum estimates a 238% increase in cyberattacks from February to April last year. So, what customers need is a solution that can promise productivity from anywhere along with advanced security. However, most SMBs are not equipped to handle these security threats inhouse and they’re looking for IT partners for help. 90% of SMBs say they would switch IT providers if offered a more comprehensive security solution.These business are looking to partners like you to guide them through these times.  85% partners see security as biggest area of growth5  

https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/worklab/work-trend-index/hybrid-work
https://barracudamsp.com/resources/pdf/reports/RP_MSP-Day-2020.pdf
https://www.wsj.com/articles/why-the-hybrid-workplace-is-a-cybersecurity-nightmare-11623164400?mod=hp_jr_pos2
https://page.continuum.net/resources/downloadables/white-paper/bf/underserved-and-unprepared-the-state-of-smb-cyber-security-in-2019
https://page.continuum.net/resources/downloadables/white-paper/bf/underserved-and-unprepared-the-state-of-smb-cyber-security-in-2019


What is Microsoft 365 Business Premium?

Defend Against
Cyberthreats

Protect 
Business Data

Secure 
Your Devices

A comprehensive security solution that is integrated with Office 365
All the capabilities of Microsoft 365 Business Standard, plus advanced cybersecurity, data protection, and device management 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
A comprehensive security solution that is integrated with Office 365All the capabilities of Microsoft 365 Business Standard, plus advanced cybersecurity, data protection, and device management 



Microsoft 365 
Subscriptions and 
Security Capabilities



Microsoft 365 Business Premium includes 
a range of security features including:

• Microsoft Intune

• Conditional Access\Security Defaults

• Microsoft Defender for Office 365

• Microsoft Defender Business

Microsoft 365 Security Features



Security Built Into Microsoft 365
• Microsoft 365 includes built-in security protections
• Encryption of data at rest and in transit
• Continuous data backup via replication to geo-redundant servers
• Robust spam and virus filtering 
• “Red team / Blue team” exercises
• Microsoft invests $1B per year on security
• Protections are on by default; no action necessary

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The good news – with regards to security is that a lot is built into Microsoft 365 and turned on by default:You don’t have to worry about data loss due to hardware and software failures in the Microsoft 365 cloud. Customers may choose to implement their own backups to protect against user errors and administrative failures.Robust spam and virus filtering; virus scanning, reputation scoring for all inbound email.To help combat emerging threats, Microsoft employs an innovative Assume Breach strategy and leverages highly specialized groups of security experts, to strengthen threat detection, response and defense for its enterprise cloud services. Red vs blue team -- In military jargon, So, what is Red vs Blue?  The Red Team consists of both Microsoft and non-Microsoft members and is dedicated to trying to hack Office 365 services and endpoints. While the Blue Team is trying to identify and mitigate the exploits used.While these practices have been in place for many years, most customers are unaware of the work being done behind the scenes to harden the Microsoft enterprise cloud. Other major companies do this; however, Microsoft is the leader in this spaceMicrosoft invests 1bn per year in cyber security research and development and has been since 2015 That’s a lot of great security protection.  In addition to all that, there are other features and protections that are available to Microsoft 365 customers.   = = = = =If attendees have specific questions on how Microsoft protects and uses data:https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/trust-center/privacy/data-management



The Problem: 
You want to improve your customer’s 
security, but don’t know where to start

The Solution: 
Check Microsoft Secure Score

What It Is: 
Microsoft Secure Score analyzes your 
Microsoft 365 overall security and assigns a 
score. Secure Score also recommends next 
steps to consider in order to improve 
security.

How to Access:
https://security.microsoft.com/securescore

Check Your 
Secure Score 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Recently a survey was conducted asking customers “If your budget were not an issue, what would your next IT security purchase be?” The most popular response was?  “I would hire someone to come in and assess how we are doing and recommend the next things we should do to be more secure”A great way to learn about the security features that you have available to you is through Microsoft Secure Score.Microsoft Secure ScoreMicrosoft Secure Score analyzes your Microsoft 365 overall security and assigns a score.  Secure Score also recommends next steps to consider in order to improve security.It’s a full list of everything possible you could do.It’s like security credit score. Fitbit to show security health

https://security.microsoft.com/securescore


UP NEXT
Walk-Through

• Check Secure Score



M365 Security 
at a Glance
• Set Up Tenant

• Configure Identity Protection

• Configure Email Protection

• Corporate Data Containment

• Advanced Security

• Device Management & Security

• Secure Remote Access

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Key Takeaway: There’s a lot for partners to absorb and get proficient on regarding M365 Security.  Microsoft provides a checklist and a practical guide to assist.Set up tenant: Migrate users, groups, emails, calendars, etc.Configure identity protection: Set up admins, enable MFA, Sync users from on-prem.Configure email protection: Tune EOP settings, Defender for Office, block auto-forwards.Corporate data containment: Configure DLP, Enable sensitivity labels. Advanced Security: Enable conditional access and app protection policiesDevice management & security: Onboard devices and deploy policies, Windows Hello, AutopilotSecure remote access: Provide secure access to apps on-premises or in the cloud.  This usually starts with something simple like VPN or RDP protected by MFA and can include more advanced scenarios such as desktop virtualization with Windows Virtual Desktop (WVD)



Checklist: https://aka.ms/smbchecklist

How to Use 
the Checklist
• Review the Guidance

• Download the Checklist

• Determine Your Customer’s Risk Scenario

• Typical Customer

• Higher Risk / Lower Tolerance for Risk

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Key Takeaway: Determining your customers risk scenario will help determine most of the policy settings required. The checklist can help plan security with your customer.The normal scenario is designed for a typical business that wants to balance ease of use with security. The high-risk scenario is more appropriate for a business that wants to maximize security protections and have a higher concern for risk (for example, to adhere to regulatory requirements such as HIPAA or GLBA). This business is also willing to apply significantly more resources toward maintaining security and control of systems and data than that of a typical customer.More information on how to use the checklist is in the practical guide: https://techcommunity.microsoft.com/t5/small-and-medium-business-blog/practical-guide-to-securing-remote-work-using-microsoft-365/ba-p/1354772

https://aka.ms/smbchecklist


Identity Security



Verify 
Explicitly

Use Least-privileged 
Access Assume

Breach

Visibility | Analytics | Automation

Securing Your Organization With Zero Trust for Iot

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Concept of Zero Trust3 Principles of Zero Trust. Move from assumption to explicit verification.Adopt a policy-based, least-privileged access model.Design with the assumption that every element of your system can be breached.Zero trust battle cry is “never trust, always verify.”



Single Sign-on

Start With Single Sign-on
Azure Active Directory as Your Identity Control Plane

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Key slide takeaway: The first step to enabling remote access to applications begins with identity. Main points to cover:Single Sign on provides visibility and governance over who has access to what, when they should have it, and under what conditions.With Azure Active Directory control plane, you can enable single sign-on to all your apps connected to Azure AD for your users. Single sign-on ensures that users only need to log in once to gain access to all their critical productivity resources, and they won’t need to remember passwords to each application account.Why should you manage your identities from the cloud?It is much better for your workforce –  the common identity created, spans across cloud and on-premises to deliver a seamless experience.Administrators manage via a single pane of glass for all user identifies and protection of applications with Azure AD as your universal platform.



Multi-factor authentication prevents 99.9% of identity attacks.

User and
location

Other methods to verify identity

Windows Hello FIDO2 security 
key 

Push 
notification

Soft 
tokens OTP

Hard 
tokens OTP

SMS, 
voice

Microsoft 
Authenticator

Enable MFA to Keep 
Remote Employees Protected

Verify User Identities to Establish Trust

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Key slide takeaway: Multi-factor Authentication (MFA) ensures secure access to your apps.Main points to cover:Passwords are the weakest link in a security chain and a single point of failure without any additional verification. To secure authentication, you must first look at passwords and provide stronger factors for your users to establish trust.  M365 supports a broad range of authentication options to fit the needs of the business and the users.For the greatest flexibility, convenience, and cost, there is the Microsoft Authenticator mobile app. It supports biometrics, push notifications, and one-time passcodes for any Azure AD-connected app’s It’s free to download from the Apple and Android app stores.For a great built-in experience on the PC, there is Windows Hello. It uses your face or fingerprint to sign in automatically. FIDO2 Security keys, are now available from several of our partners like Yubico, Feitian Technologies, and HID Global in a USB, NFC-enabled badge, or biometric key.If you only do one thing to help protect the tenant, it should be to turn on multi-factor authentication (MFA) – which can prevent 99.9% of identity attacks. 



Device

Block access

Require MFA

Allow access

Limit access

Application Real-time 
Risk

Azure

User and
Location

Protect Access for Any User From Anywhere
Apply Consistent Risk-based Policies With Conditional Access

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Key slide takeaway: Conditional access is the critical method to ensure secure access to your resources.Main points to cover:You can customize and manage automated policies and get reporting on the policies applied for each sign-in. Microsoft Conditional Access gives you the power to enforce the core principle of Zero TrustThe Zero Trust security model relies on a security policy engine to make access decisions you can enforce throughout the digital estate. Conditional Access enables you to fine-tune access policies based upon contextual user, device, location, and session risk information.  That gives you better control on how users access corporate resources.  You can then use additional challenges such as multi-factor authentication (MFA), Terms of Use, or access restrictions to decide whether to allow, deny, or control access.  How it works: Conditional Access takes in over 40TB of identity-related security signals—including user behavior, location, state of device, application being accessed, and the risk score of the sign-in. Using machine learning, the technology analyzes the signals and determines the appropriate policy to apply for access to a resource, such as allowing, limiting, blocking access, or additional verification measures.For example, you might have a policy that requires MFA if the user attempts access from a new location. When the user enters their credentials, an MFA challenge such as a push notification from the Microsoft Authenticator app prompts them to prove their identity before they are granted access. Now is the time to enable conditional access – securing during the crisis – and setting your organization up for a more secure future.



Enable Cloud Authentication
Flexible options based on your situation

Active 
Directory

Password hash sync

Sync Agent

No real-time on-premises dependency 
or new infrastructure needed.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Main points to cover: Hybrid Identity - Pass through, Federation and Password HashTo enable a consistent single sign-on experience for your users, it’s important to modernize your authentication.Routing authentication through Azure AD as the control plane gives you full visibility and control into each access session, the resources accessed, and the conditions of that access.Every company’s situation is slightly different, so Microsoft provides a couple of different authentication options. One possibility is to authenticate directly to Azure AD with no other identity store connectivity.  However, you probably still have an on-premises identity footprint, likely in Windows Server Active Directory (AD).  It’s important to bridge your hybrid identity infrastructure across on-premises and cloud to enable a single, common user identity so users won’t have separate credentials and personas for each identity solution. This bridge can be achieved with Azure AD and AD synced via Azure AD Connect.  Password Hash Sync, no additional on-premises footprint is required.  Passwords are not stored in Azure AD in this case, as authentication is against multi layers of encryption to the password (hash of a hash). With no on-premises dependence, users can still access all resources even if your on-premises systems were to experience an outage.  Also, with PHS enabled you can take advantage of advanced Azure AD security capabilities like leaked credential reporting.Password Hash Sync is the cloud authentication option that best fits most SMB customers.



UP NEXT
Walk-Through

• Enable Self Service 
Password Reset

• Enable Security Defaults

• Enable MFA with Conditional 
Access Policies



Best Practice Tips
• Always use Security Defaults or Conditional 

Access for MFA

• Do not enable MFA on a per user basis within the 
User's pane of the Admin Center

• Always exclude an admin account from the policy 
to ensure you can correct a mistake

• Test your policies with a test user before rolling out

• Start with one target group of users

• Ensure your users know what to expect

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/business/security-features?view=o365-worldwide



Email Threat Protection



The 
Basics

Exchange Online Protection (EOP)
Blocks commodity spam and malware

Transport Rules
Block auto-forward
Add warnings

DNS Records
MX, SPF, DKIM, & DMARC

Defender for Office
Office 365 Advanced Threat Protection (ATP)

Analyzes email & files for anything suspicious

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
ExchangeKey Takeaway: EOP, DNS, and Defender for Office are all required for good email hygiene.EOP - EOP provides protection from spam and malware as well as some basic capabilities against phishing. Transport Rules - A common hacking technique is to set up auto-forwarding for a compromised account.   Some or all messages can then be sent to a third-party to gain confidential information.Add Warnings by prepending the subject line of all email originating outside of the domain with a Tag such as External. DNS – DNS records enable proper mail flow as well as authentication. It’s critical that the customer’s DNS is properly configured for email protection to work properly and the MX records should point to EOP. If the customer is pointing MX records to another spam filter it will impair EOP’s IP reputation blocks, IP throttling, sender authentication checks etc. If 3rd party filter is required see: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/exchange/mail-flow-best-practices/manage-mail-flow-using-third-party-cloud



UP NEXT
Walk-Through

• Common Attachments Filter

• Create a Transport Rule to Mark 

External Email



Defender for 
Office 365

Plan 2

Automation, investigation, 
remediation, and education 
capabilities:
• Threat Trackers

• Threat Explorer

• Automated investigation and response

• Attack simulation training

• Proactively hunt for threats with advanced 
hunting in Microsoft 365 Defender

• Investigate incidents in Microsoft 365 Defender

• Investigate alerts in Microsoft 365 Defender

Defender for 
Office 365 Plan 1

Configuration, protection, 
and detection capabilities:
• Safe Attachments

• Safe Links

• Safe Attachments for SharePoint, 
OneDrive, and Microsoft Teams

• Anti-phishing protection in Defender 
for Office 365

• Real-time detections

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Microsoft Defender for Office 365 Plan 1 is included in Microsoft 365 Business Premium. ReactiveMicrosoft Defender for Office 365 Plan 2 is included in Office 365 E5, Office 365 A5, and Microsoft 365 E5. Pro-Active



What It Is: 
• Mitigation against spoofing attacks / 

forged domains

• Identifies senders that fail 
authentication

Anti-Phishing How It Works: 

Automation, investigation, remediation, and 
education capabilities:
• Detection of forgery of the 'From: header’ 

• Understanding the history of the source’s email infrastructure

• Machine learning algorithms that understand a user’s normal 
patterns of contact with others

Emails may be blocked, sent to junk mail, quarantined, or have a 
Safety Tips displayed 

Examples: 

Cóntoso.com instead of Contoso.com

megganb@contoso.com instead of meganb@contoso.com

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
One of the techniques that spammers and phishers commonly use is spoofing (aka impersonation) a message appears to originate from someone or somewhere other than the actual source. This technique is often used in phishing campaigns designed to obtain user credentials. domain impersonation – contoso.com instead of contoso.com.  Support@contoso.com (with the accent or a slight misspelling)Account impersonation – note that megan with 2 G’s before the @ sign – someone familiar to the user; draws attention away from the closely but not quite matching domain name.How it works: When Microsoft’s anti-spoofing technology has high confidence that the From: header is spoofed, it identifies the message as a spoof and is either blocked, moved to junk mail or quarantine.  A Safety Tip is displayed in Outlook.



• Set policies to identify if email attachments are 
malicious

• Catch identified threats in corporate mail before 
they reach the inbox

• Extend protection to files in SharePoint Online, 
OneDrive for Business, and Microsoft Teams

• View reports in the Office 365 Security and 
Compliance Center dashboard

• How it works: Email attachments are opened and 
tested in a virtual environment. If malicious, the 
attachment is blocked. Protection also applies to 
attachments shared via SharePoint Online, 
OneDrive or Teams.

Safe Attachments

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The Threat Protection Features in Microsoft 365 Business scan each & every attachment coming in via email. It does a comprehensive, real-time analysis of the behavior of the file to determine its intent (whether normal or malicious), thereby leading to better intelligent protection against unsafe attachments that are the basis for phishing schemes and ransomware infectionsHow it worksEmail attachments are opened and tested in a virtual environment. If the attachment is determined to be malicious, it will be removed automaticallyIf the attachment is safe, it will open as expectedAlso supports SharePoint Online, OneDrive and TeamsAttachments shared via SharePoint Online, OneDrive or Teams will be blocked if malicious.A user who attempts to open the document will see the file is there, but will not be able to open or share it, which prevents his computer and others from the malicious fileHere are two examples of ATP Safe Attachments at work.Example 1: Email attachment Suppose that Lee receives an email message that has an attachment. It is not obvious to Lee whether that attachment is safe or actually contains malware designed to steal Lee's user credentials. In Lee's organization, a security administrator defined an ATP Safe Attachments policy a few days ago. With the ATP Safe Attachments feature, the email attachment is opened and tested in a virtual environment before Lee receives it. If the attachment is determined to be malicious, it will be removed automatically. If the attachment is safe, it will open as expected when Lee clicks on it.Example 2: File in SharePoint Online Suppose that Jean received a file and uploaded it into a library in SharePoint Online. Jean shares the link to the file with the rest of the team, not knowing that the file is actually malicious. Fortunately, ATP for SharePoint, OneDrive, and Microsoft Teams detects the malicious file and blocks it. A few days later, Chris goes to open the document. Although Chris can see the file is there, Chris cannot open or share it, which prevents Chris's computer and others from the malicious file.ATP Safe Attachments policies can be applied to specific people or groups in your organization, or to your entire domain. In addition, ATP Safe Attachments policies can be configured to use placeholder attachments while actual attachments are being scanned. To learn more, see Set up ATP Safe Attachments policies in Office 365.To learn more, see Office 365 Advanced Threat Protection for SharePoint, OneDrive, and Microsoft Teams.



• Prevent users from being compromised by files 
linked to malicious URLs

• How it works: Each time a user clicks on a URL, the 
link is checked by Defender for Office before 
redirecting to the website.

Safe Links 
& URL Detonation

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
While it would be ideal for employees to understand they shouldn’t click on hyperlinks sent to them from people they don’t know—or messages with other obvious red flags—it’s not realistic to think that all of them will avoid phishing schemes. Even your staff who understand that they shouldn’t click on hyperlinks sent from people they don’t know, could be easily fooled by today’s sophisticated phishing schemes.  Safe Links removes the guesswork by performing a check for you and protecting your users from clicking to malicious or unsafe sitesHow it works : Safe Links checks any URLs that are embedded in the message body by validating them against a list of URLs that are known to be malicious.  This occurs each time the link is clicked



UP NEXT
Walk-Through

• Enable ATP Safe 
Attachments Policy

• Enable ATP Safe 
Links Policy

• Enable ATP 
Anti-Phishing Policy



UP NEXT
• Information Governance



• Do you know where your business critical and sensitive data resides and what is 
being done with it? 

• Do you have control of this data as it travels inside and outside of your 
organization?

• Are you using multiple solutions to classify, label, and protect this data? 

Do You Have a Strategy for Protecting 
and Managing Sensitive and Business 
Critical Data?

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Talk Track: Customers often ask “How can I implement strategy for protecting and managing sensitive information? How do I even know where the sensitive data resides? This is a complex issue for most organizations of any size. Trying to understand: “where is all of our sensitive information?” can be a huge project of its own. The second question we often hear is how organizations can take control of how their data as it travels inside and outside of the organization? How do I protect that data as it gets shared with customers and partners via email SharePoint sites and other online services? Lastly, customers often use multiple solutions to classify, label, and protect sensitive data providing a disjointed experience.



Protect and govern data – wherever it lives

Powered by an Intelligent Platform
Unified approach to automatic data classification, policy 

management, analytics and APIs

KNOW 
YOUR DATA

Understand your data landscape 
and identify important data across 
your hybrid environment

GOVERN
YOUR DATA

Automatically retain, delete, 
and store data and records 
in compliant manner

PROTECT
YOUR DATA

Apply flexible protection actions 
including encryption, visual 
markings and DLP

Information Protection 
& Governance

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Slide Objective:Microsoft's comprehensive set of solutions enables you to protect and govern your data, throughout its lifecycle – wherever it lives, or wherever it travels. Talk Track:With the exponential growth of data, blurring of traditional organizational boundaries and acceleration of collaboration among the workforce. Has made protecting and governing important data more challenging than ever.  Data is created, stored and shared across many locations – devices, apps, cloud services and on-premises. The evolving compliance landscape only adds to the complexity. Microsoft gives customers the flexibility to implement the necessary controls to meet both internal and external security and compliance requirements.Knowing your data, protecting your data and governing your data are all outcomes that are powered and enriched by an intelligent platform.



Protect and Control Your Data and Documents

Encrypt 
Email

Apply Restrictions to 
Email and Documents

Protect Against 
Data Leaks

Archive 
Email Data

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
These next few slides we will be discussing controlling access to the data



Encrypt Emails
The Problem:
• Sensitive information is sometimes sent via email.

• The open nature of email systems means this information 
is at risk of being read by unauthorized people.

The Solution:
• Encrypt email sent from Microsoft 365 Business, so only 

the intended recipient can access it. 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
For most of us, the email messages we send wouldn't be classified as sensitive. They can be personal, yes, and occasionally you'll want to make sure the content of a message is kept confidential between sender and receiver. But sometimes, sending sensitive information — Social Security, passport or credit-card numbers, for instance — via email is necessary. At such points, consider sending an encrypted email message. Anytime you'd hesitate when sending an email based on contents-- that's a case where you should probably be using encryptionStandard email messages are sent in plain text, so it's possible for someone else read them.  However, when you encrypt e-mail, it makes the messages completely unreadable to anyone who doesn't possess a decryption key. This feature is about message-level encryptionEncryption at rest - message unreadable to anyone who doesn’t have the encryption keyTLS (Transport Layer Security) is used by all modern email services and servers. When two mail servers shake hands and prepare to exchange mail, they agree to encrypt the tunnelBut often there are lot of hops between email servers.



What it is: 
• Azure Information Protection 

provides easy-to-use email 
encryption capabilities for sending 
encrypted email

• Basic encryption on be default

How it works: 
• The message text and all attachments are encrypted.

• Only the recipient can decipher the message for reading. 

• Anyone else who tries to open the email sees indecipherable text. 

Identity Verification: 
The way the recipient verifies their identity depends on their email system:

• For Office 365 users, authentication happens automatically

• Google, Yahoo, or Outlook.com/Hotmail users sign in with their Google, 
Yahoo, or Microsoft account

• All others sign in with a one-time passcode

Email Encryption

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Encrypting an email message in Outlook means it's converted from readable plain text into scrambled cipher text. Only the recipient who has the private key that matches the public key used to encrypt the message can decipher the message for reading. Any recipient without the corresponding private key, however, sees indecipherable text. If recipient is using Office 365 and viewing through Office 365 web or client; won't notice anything different; no extra stepsIf recipient is accessing message through a Gmail, or Yahoo interface they must authenticate using that accountAll others can get one time passcode emailed to their accountMessage is opened in a secure portal 



Customizable 

Persists as container 
metadata or file metadata

Readable by other systems 

Determines DLP policy based on 
labels 

Extensible to partner solutions  

Protect Your Data Using Sensitivity Labels
Manual or Automated Labels 

Apply to content or containers

Label data at rest, data in use, 
or data in transit 

Enable protection actions 
based on labels 

Seamless end user experience 
across productivity applications 

CONFIDENTIAL

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Today the concept is that data is born to be sharedSensitivity labels from the Microsoft Information Protection solution let you classify and protect your organization's data, while making sure that user productivity and their ability to collaborate isn't hindered.Examples of Labels are finance, external, internal, confidential The label is persistent to wherever a file traverses. Microsoft has expanded upon sensitivity labels by applying labels to containers: such as SharePoint and Power Bi Dashboards



What It Is: 
Azure Information Protection helps an 
organization to classify protect its documents 
and emails, either by restricting the ability to 
forward and print, all by applying labels. 

Sensitivity Labels

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
For protect button and banner to show up you have to do download AIP client.  Can push it down with Intune. Options that show up here are based upon policy created within the Compliance Center: 



UP NEXT
Walk-Through

• Create a Sensitivity Label



Protect Against 
Accidental Data Leaks
The Problem:
It is difficult and unrealistic to expect employees to manually 
check every email or document shared for sensitive information 
before sharing files outside the company. 

The Solution:
Enable Data Loss Prevention (DLP) policies to automatically 
identify sensitive information and inform users before sharing this 
data externally.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
To help protect this sensitive data and reduce risk, companies need a way to prevent their users from inappropriately sharing it with people who shouldn't have it. This practice is called data loss prevention (DLP).  Sensitive information such as financial data, proprietary data, credit card numbers, health records, or social security numbers. After identifying this, DLP  can block, warn, and or educate the user on how this data should be safe guardedAgain, - Not designed to prevent malicious intent.  User can do all sort of things (write down, take photo, screenshot).  Designed to prevent accidental oversharing of data. 



Data Loss Prevention
• DLP Policy Templates: 

• DLP comes with templates to save you the work of building a 
new set of rules from scratch. 

• You can modify these requirements to fine tune the rule to 
meet your organization's specific requirements.

• Examples of DLP policy templates: 

• HIPAA data

• PCI-DSS data

• Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act data

• Locale-specific personally identifiable information

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
To make it easy for you to find and protect common types of sensitive information, the policy templates included in Microsoft 365 Business already contain the most common sensitive information types necessary for you to get started



UP NEXT
Walk-Through

• Create a DLP Policy



Long-term 
Preservation of Email
The Problem:
• After an Employee Leaves, You May Need Access to Emails 

They Sent or Received.

• Or Your Company May Have a Policy of Retaining Email for a 
Period of Time, Such as 7 Years, to Meet Regulatory 
Requirements

The Solution:
• Utilize the Capabilities of Exchange Online Archiving to Archive 

and Preserve Email and Other Relevant Information.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Business premium supports up to 50gb of data per mailbox.This can be overcome by using Long-Term achieving Microsoft 365 Business Premium includes Exchange Online Archiving. Each Exchange Online Archiving subscriber initially receives 100 GB of storage in the archive mailbox. When auto-expanding archiving is turned on, additional storage is automatically added until the maximum storage capacity of 1.5 TB is reached. For more information, see Overview of auto-expanding archiving. 



What It Is:
In-Place Hold and Litigation Hold, part of 
Exchange Online Archiving, can help 
companies preserve electronically stored 
information that could be relevant to a 
pending or current legal case.

How it works: 
You can use In-Place Hold to accomplish the following goals:

• Enable users to be placed on hold and preserve mailbox items immutably

• Preserve mailbox items deleted by users or automatic deletion processes 

• Protect mailbox items from tampering, changes by a user, or automatic 
processes

• Preserve items indefinitely or for a specific duration

Additionally, you can:
• Preserve the entire mailbox of an employee who leaves or is terminated 

• Use In-Place eDiscovery to search mailbox items, including items placed 
on hold

Archiving 
(In-place Hold)



UP NEXT
• Endpoint Protection



Microsoft Defender for Business   Now in Microsoft 365 
Business Premium!

Elevate Your Security
Elevate your security with enterprise-grade endpoint protection specially built for businesses with up to 300 employees.

Enterprise-grade 
Endpoint Protection  

Security for all your devices with 
next-gen protection, endpoint 

detection and response, and threat 
and vulnerability management.

Easy to Use

Streamline onboarding with wizard-
driven set up and recommended 
security policies activated out-of-
the-box to quickly secure devices. 

Cost-effective

Endpoint security that keeps you 
productive and works with your IT 

without compromising budget.

Microsoft Defender for Business now generally available in Microsoft 365 Business Premium. https://aka.ms/SMBsecurityFebBlog. Standalone available later this year. 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Microsoft Defender for Business – is an enterprise-grade endpoint security for businesses with up to 300 employeesIt offers simplified configuration and management with intelligent automated investigation and response to help protect your endpoints.Microsoft Defender for Business will be available to customers as a standalone solution, and it will be included within Microsoft 365 Business Premium. Standalone available later this year, you can sign-up now https://aka.ms/MDB-Preview (1 - Microsoft commissioned Forrester Research, 2020)

https://aka.ms/SMBsecurityFebBlog


Defender 
for Business 
vs. 
Defender 
for Endpoint 

Beginning March 1, 2022, 
Defender for Business will start 
rolling out as part of Microsoft 
365 Business Premium

Feature/Capability Defender for 
Business

Defender for
Endpoint Plan 1

Defender for 
Endpoint Plan 2

Centralized management [1]
Yes Yes Yes

Simplified client configuration Yes No No

Threat & vulnerability management Yes No Yes
Attack surface reduction capabilities Yes Yes Yes
Next-generation protection Yes Yes Yes

Endpoint detection and response Yes [2] No Yes
Automated investigation and response Yes [2] No Yes
Threat hunting and six months 
of data retention No No Yes

Threat analytics Yes [2] No Yes
Cross-platform support
(Windows, macOS, iOS, and Android OS) Yes [3] Yes Yes

Microsoft Threat Experts No No Yes
Partner APIs Yes Yes Yes
Microsoft 365 Lighthouse integration
(For viewing security incidents across customer) Yes No No

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Beginning March 1, 2022, Defender for Business will start rolling out as part of Microsoft 365 Business Premium. Defender for Business as a standalone offering is still in preview.Pro-active vs reactive

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/security/defender-business/mdb-overview?view=o365-worldwide
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/security/defender-endpoint/manage-atp-post-migration?view=o365-worldwide
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/security/defender-business/compare-mdb-m365-plans?view=o365-worldwide#fn1
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/security/defender-business/mdb-simplified-configuration?view=o365-worldwide
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/security/defender-endpoint/next-gen-threat-and-vuln-mgt?view=o365-worldwide
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/security/defender-endpoint/overview-attack-surface-reduction?view=o365-worldwide
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/security/defender-endpoint/next-generation-protection?view=o365-worldwide
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/security/defender-endpoint/overview-endpoint-detection-response?view=o365-worldwide
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/security/defender-business/compare-mdb-m365-plans?view=o365-worldwide#fn2
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/security/defender-endpoint/automated-investigations?view=o365-worldwide
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/security/defender-business/compare-mdb-m365-plans?view=o365-worldwide#fn2
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/security/defender-endpoint/advanced-hunting-overview?view=o365-worldwide
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/security/defender-endpoint/threat-analytics?view=o365-worldwide
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/security/defender-business/compare-mdb-m365-plans?view=o365-worldwide#fn2
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/security/defender-endpoint/minimum-requirements?view=o365-worldwide
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/security/defender-business/compare-mdb-m365-plans?view=o365-worldwide#fn3
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/security/defender-endpoint/microsoft-threat-experts?view=o365-worldwide
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/lighthouse/m365-lighthouse-overview?view=o365-worldwide


Microsoft 
365

Business 
Premium3

eDiscovery and Audits
eDiscovery •
Litigation Hold •
Email Archiving •

Information Protection
Information Rights Management •
File classification/labeling •
File tracking and revocation •

Data Loss Prevention
Message Encryption •
Data Loss Prevention •
Data App Security •

Email and Collaboration 
Security

Safe links •
Safe Attachments •
Anti-phishing •

Device management

Windows device setup & management •1

Device health analytics •
Mobile Device Management •
Mobile App Management •

Identity and Access 
Management and Security

Risk based Conditional access •
Multi-factor authentication •

Endpoint Security

Centralized management •
Simplified client configuration
Next-gen protection Win10
Attack Surface Reduction Win101

Network Protection
Web Category blocking
Endpoint detection and response
Cross platform support (iOS/Android/Mac)
Automated investigation and response
Threat and vulnerability
Threat intelligence
Microsoft Threat Experts

BEFORE 
MARCH 1

Microsoft 
365

Business 
Premium3

Microsoft 
Defender for 

Business3

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•1

•
•
•
•
•
• •
• •
• •
• •
• •
• •
• •
•4 •4

•2 •2

• •
•2 •2

AFTER 
MARCH 1

Defender for 
Business brings 
enterprise grade 
endpoint security 
to Microsoft 365 
Business Premium

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Beginning March 1, 2022, Defender for Business will start rolling out as part of Microsoft 365 Business Premium. Defender for Business as a standalone offering is still in preview.



M365
Lighthouse
Enabling secure managed services for customers and their service providers

Microsoft 365 Lighthouse is a FREE admin portal that helps
SMB MSPs secure and manage devices, data, and users at scale.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The lack of centralized monitoring can lead to delays in responding to live incidents which increases risk for your customers. MSPs need tools that surface these critical issues & provide low-friction actions to remediate. With Microsoft 365 Lighthouse we help you to review status, prioritize items requiring your attention, and act to resolve issues, and mitigate risk quickly.Lighthouse helps managed service providers (MSPs) to secure devices, data, and users at scale for small and medium sized businesses. It simplifies the onboarding and management of Microsoft 365 Business Premium and Microsoft 365 E3 tenants into a unified portal, provides a view of customer environments, and recommends minimum security configuration baselines. M365Microsoft 365 Lighthouse frequently asked questions (FAQs) | Microsoft DocsRequirements for Microsoft 365 Lighthouse - Microsoft 365 Lighthouse | Microsoft DocsAzureWhat is Azure Lighthouse? - Azure Lighthouse | Microsoft Docs



Microsoft 365 Lighthouse Overview

Microsoft Defender for Business now generally available in Microsoft 365 Business Premium. https://aka.ms/SMBsecurityFebBlog. Standalone available later this year. 

Helps Managed Service Providers to secure devices, data, and users for customers that have up to 1000 licensed 
users with Microsoft 365 Business Premium, Microsoft 365 E3, or Microsoft Defender for Business subscriptions

Manage 
Customers 

at Scale

Monitor and manage 
customers from a single 

pane of glass.

Saves you time and 
makes your techs more 
efficient and profitable.

Proactive Risk 
Management

Identify risky behavior and 
mitigate issues before they 

become big problems

Improved 
Security

Apply baseline 
configurations across all of 
your customers based on 

the package you sell 
(Bronze, Silver, Gold).

Standardize 
Configurations

Offer standard deployment 
plans to drive 

standardization and upsell 
across your customer base.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
With Microsoft 365 Lighthouse you can scale the management of your customers, focus on what is most important, quickly find and investigate risks, and take action to get your customers to a healthy and secure state.You can take action to help ensure your customers stay protected across devices, data, and users by quickly identifying and acting on threat, anomalous sign-in, and device compliance alerts. Standardization of security policies also elevates the security of your customers, proactively reducing the risk to their business, and making it simpler to scale your managed service offerings.There are many policy recommendations for Microsoft 365 services, but until today they have been largely focused on Enterprise customers. We’ve heard from you that the guidance for SMBs doesn’t exist to easily deploy and scale the right security standards.To address this challenge, we’ve created a set of best practices optimized for SMBs called Baselines and have made them available to deploy to customer tenants directly from Microsoft 365 Lighthouse. The default baselines currently available consist of six policies across identity, and devices. They include:Require MFA for AdminsRequire MFA for UsersBlock Legacy AuthenticationSet up device enrollmentConfigure Microsoft Defender Antivirus for Windows 10Configure a Windows 10 device compliance policy.When ready to deploy any of these Baseline policies, you can use a Deployment plan to implement Baseline configurations to customer tenants that have been onboarded into Microsoft 365 Lighthouse.  Not sure we need a subheading here; this part seems to connect with the previous section.  Maybe update that title to say "Standardize configuration using Baselines and Deployment plans"Lighthouse is available to your organization at no cost, and it’s a service that will help your business scale and grow. 

https://aka.ms/SMBsecurityFebBlog


Microsoft 365 Lighthouse 
Requirements
Criteria
• Managed Service Providers enrolled in the Cloud Solution Provider (CSP) 

program
• Established Delegated Administration Privilege with customers 
• Customers must have at least one Microsoft 365 Business Premium, Microsoft 

365 E3, Microsoft 365 E5, Windows 365 Business, or Microsoft Defender for 
Business license

• A customer tenant must not have more than 2500 licensed users in total
• Device Compliance capabilities require enrollment with Intune.

Lighthouse is available to your organization at no cost, and it’s a 
service that will help your business scale and grow.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Let’s talk about eligibility to ensure you have the correct items in place for Microsoft 365 Lighthouse:CSPs will need to be assigned Delegated Admin Privilege. Your customers will need to have either a Microsoft 365 Business Premium, Microsoft Defender for Business or Microsoft 365 E3 subscription and not have more than 1000 licensed users in total. Must have at least one Microsoft 365 Business Premium, Microsoft 365 E3, Microsoft 365 E5, Windows 365 Business, or Microsoft Defender for Business licenses and have no more than 2500 licensed usersIf Device Compliance is an area you’ll be handling for your customer, then Intune enrollment will be necessary.You can activate Microsoft 365 Lighthouse by going to aka.ms/m365LighthouseOnboard. The best place for feedback is at aka.ms/m365LighthouseFeedback. We’d love to hear your thoughts!



Content is Customizable

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This is the Lighthouse Home screen, and the first screen you’ll see when you log in to Lighthouse. Once you’ve closed the Get Started Wizard, your experience will look more like this…



Tenant Status

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The Tenant Status screen allows me to see my customer’s onboarding status, whether Delegated Administrative Privilege has been granted to my organization and any tags I have set up to keep my customer tenants organized. I can also filter this view to show me tenants with specific onboarding and DAP status. Clicking on “Ineligible, Active, Without DAP and Inactive” allows me to see only the tenants that belong to that filter. A tenant showing a status that is anything other than “Active” means there are still steps to complete to finalize onboarding. <<CLICK>>Lighthouse recognizes 7 types of status for each customer tenant that display as “Active”, “Inactive”, “In Process” and “Ineligible” with 4 types of reasons. In this way I always know what phase of onboarding my customer tenants are in at a glance.Finally, my Tags filter allows me to view tenants that I’ve tagged as “Important”, “Gold Level”, “support” and more. 



Filter Tenants 
by Tag

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
From the Tenant Status screen, I’ll use the row of Filters to click on “Tags” and select “Gold Level” which will display only my Gold Level customers. <<CLICK>> Within the updated results, I can see Consolidated Messenger is an “Important” Gold Level customer. Seems I should prioritize that customer! I will click on Consolidated Messenger to bring up their tenant information screen.



Update the Home Screen information to 
show only tenants with the selected tag

Tenant Tagging

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
From the Home Screen, I can click on the tenant filter drop-down menu that is found throughout Lighthouse and select “Gold Level”. Doing this updates all the cards on my Home Screen with information pertaining exclusively to tenants with the “Gold Level” tag. I can click into the individual tiles but instead I want to see which of my customers are affected. For that, I can go to the Tenant Status screen.



Threat Management

Sort your customers by level 
and apply baselines

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The Threat Management screen allows to view threats and antivirus protection status across all tenants. I notice there are 50 devices that need antivirus updates and I wonder if any of those 50 belong to my Gold Level customers.  I click on the “Tenants” filter <<CLICK>> and see that my Gold Level filter is at the top as I recently selected it. I choose Gold Level as my Tenants filter and see <<CLICK>> that there are 3 devices belonging to Consolidated Messenger that need antivirus updates. If I click on one of them <<CLICK>> I can see an overview from the slideout menu where I can take actions like run a quick or full scan, reboot the device or update the antivirus. From this view I can also review Current Threats, Device Action Statuses and whether the quick and full scans are running on schedule or not. For now, I’ll close the slideout menu <<CLICK>> and click on the magenta “Need antivirus updates” tab to filter my devices view to only show devices that need antivirus updates. I’ll select them all <<CLICK>> and click the “Update antivirus” button to make sure they grab the latest definitions and stay protected.



Self-Service Password Reset

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Self-Service Password Reset allows users to reset their own passwords instead of adding to the workload of support personnel. Lighthouse allows a technician to easily check if users have completed enrollment. From the Users screen I’ll go to the Password reset tab where I can see only 2 of my 7 tenants are fully enabled for SSPR which breaks down to 57 of 121 users. <<CLICK>> I can see progress bars for each tenant that show me how many users are enabled for SSPR. The column “Enabled and registered users” tells me how many users who are enabled have completed registration. <<CLICK>>Clicking on a tenant shows me a slideout menu similar to the MFA menu where I can email users who have not completed registration using email templates specific to SSPR found within the collection of templates we downloaded earlier from the MFA registration screen.



View security incidents and alerts from Defender for Business 
in the dashboard and get the detail from the Incidents queue. 
More management capabilities are planned on the roadmap.

Image 1: Security incident summary on the Home dashboard Image 2: Incident queue highlighting security incidents and alert details

*Not all capabilities available at time of release

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Coming soon to Microsoft 365 Lighthouse are Defender for Business security alerts and incidents. For customers who have Defender for Business licenses deployed and devices onboarded into the service, Microsoft Lighthouse will display alerts and incidents in a dedicated security alerts page.*Please note this feature is rolling out across Partner tenants gradually and may not be immediately available for use. You will not be required to configure anything as Microsoft engineering teams roll this feature out globally. 



UP NEXT
• Bringing It All Together: 

Resources That Can Help



• Microsoft Secure Score 
https://securescore.microsoft.com

• Secure Remote Work Kit 
Guide & Checklist

• NIST CSF
https://www.nist.gov/cyberframework/framework

Practical Security Resources

https://securescore.microsoft.com/
https://www.microsoft.com/microsoft-365/partners/securing-remote-work-partner-kit
https://www.nist.gov/cyberframework/framework


Resources
All content that is linked through out this document can be found at these sites.

Microsoft 365 Business Partner Page https://www.microsoft.com/microsoft-365/partners/business
The one stop show for all product content related to Microsoft 365 Business, including product pitch 
material, licensing and deployment kits. 

Microsoft SMB Tech Community aka.ms/smbtc
Forum for technical discussion & questions. The place for the experts. 

Microsoft 365 Business Service Description aka.ms/M365BSD
The place to answer all your questions on the product and what is included from a licensing 
perspective.

Microsoft 365 SMB Plays aka.ms/mwsmb
The place to get deep dive information on core SMB partner opportunities including partner 
playbooks, customer marketing material & tele sales scripts.

Commercial Consulting Tool https://cct.transform.microsoft.com/
This tool empowers sellers to comprehensively assess complex customer scenarios, help 
customers discover the benefits of the Microsoft's modern workplace solutions, and provide 
customer-friendly recommendations that increase sales and customer success.

https://www.microsoft.com/microsoft-365/partners/business
http://aka.ms/smbtc
http://aka.ms/M365BSD
http://aka.ms/mwsmb
https://cct.transform.microsoft.com/


Thank you!

©2022 Microsoft Corporation. All rights reserved. This document is for informational purposes only. 
MICROSOFT MAKES NO WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, IN THIS SUMMARY. This document is 
provided "as-is." Information and views expressed in this document, including URL and other Internet Web site 
references, may change without notice. This document does not provide you with any legal rights to any 
intellectual property in any Microsoft product. 
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